We present a novel mechanism of using solar neutrinos to speed up dark matter, inspired by the fact that neutrinos are the most energetic particles from the Sun with a well-understood spectrum. In a neutrino portal dark sector model, we show that dark matter with sub-GeV mass could be accelerated by the pp neutrinos to velocities well above 10 −3 c and capable of depositing large enough energy at direct detection experiments. A crucial ingredient of this mechanism is the dissociation of stable dark matter bound states that exist in Nature. The resulting dark matter velocity distribution bears a strong resemblance in shape to the solar neutrino spectrum. As an application, we derive a leading limit on light dark matter interaction by reinterpreting a recent PICO experiment result.
We present a novel mechanism of using solar neutrinos to speed up dark matter, inspired by the fact that neutrinos are the most energetic particles from the Sun with a well-understood spectrum. In a neutrino portal dark sector model, we show that dark matter with sub-GeV mass could be accelerated by the pp neutrinos to velocities well above 10 −3 c and capable of depositing large enough energy at direct detection experiments. A crucial ingredient of this mechanism is the dissociation of stable dark matter bound states that exist in Nature. The resulting dark matter velocity distribution bears a strong resemblance in shape to the solar neutrino spectrum. As an application, we derive a leading limit on light dark matter interaction by reinterpreting a recent PICO experiment result.
Introduction. Direct detection is an important approach to unveil the nature of dark matter in the Universe. It is widely assumed [1] that most of dark matter particles in our galaxy move non-relativistically, thus the maximal energy transfer per dark matter scattering is limited by its velocity distribution, typically not more than hundreds of keV. Experimentally, in order to hunt signals with such a small energy deposit, tremendous amount of effort has been made to build low-noise detectors deep underground, setting strong limits on dark matter scattering cross sections [2, 3] . These limits, however, weaken significantly for dark matter mass below a few GeV, where the available energies due to the scattering fall short of the energy threshold of traditional dark matter detectors. To probe sub-GeV dark matter candidates, one either has to devise new detectors with lower energy thresholds, or consider possibilities where dark matter is made to travel faster [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] , or novel ways of detection beyond the elastic scattering picture [13] [14] [15] .
In this letter we present a new mechanism of speeding up (a fraction of) dark matter particles and explore its phenomenological consequences. There is room for this possibility thanks to our ignorance of the precise local dark matter velocity distribution [16] [17] [18] [19] . A simple way to energize dark matter is through its interaction with high-energy cosmic protons [4] [5] [6] [7] . This is not a local effect and relies on assumptions of cosmic ray distributions further away from the solar system. In contrast, given that the Sun is a powerful energy source nearby which we understand well, it is attractive to consider its impact on the dark matter velocities. The dark-matter-electron interaction has been considered to transfer the solar heat to dark matter [8, 9] which, however, is found only effective for very light dark matter with mass close to MeV due to the limited solar temperature. Here, it is worth remarking that the most energetic particles from the Sun are not electrons or photons, but neutrinos, which are directly produced by nuclear reactions and mostly escape without thermalization. The typical solar neutrino energies (∼ MeV scale) are orders of magnitude higher than the solar temperature (∼ keV scale). Thus, solar neu-trinos are capable of speeding dark matter up to higher velocities. Moreover, the solar neutrinos also have a much higher flux than that of the diffuse cosmic rays, and their energy spectrum is well understood in standard solar models [20] and verified experimentally [21] . Motivated by these observations, we investigate the impact of darkmatter-neutrino interaction on the local dark matter velocity distribution and direct detection experiments.
The Kinematics. Consider dark matter mass lying between tens of MeV and GeV scale, the solar neutrino energy satisfies the hierarchy, m χ v E ν m χ , where v ∼ 10 −3 c is the virialized halo dark matter velocity. In this case, the solar-neutrino-dark-matter elastic scattering,
is approximately a fixed-target collision, and the velocity of final state dark matter χ is given by
where θ is the relative angle between the incoming ν and out going χ and for simplicity we ignored the halo velocity. When χ travels to a dark matter detector and strikes on a nucleus target, the energy transfer is at most
where m A is the target nucleus mass, ranging from 10-100 GeV. Note the dark matter mass dependence drops out. In order for this recoil energy to surpass the detector's energy threshold, typically of order keV, we would need E ν 10 MeV. From the sun, such an energy is only accessible via the 8 B and hep neutrinos, which suffer from a much lower flux compared to their low energy counterpart.
This limitation and our ignorance about the nature of dark matter inspire us to go beyond the process in Eq. (1) but instead consider the following,
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where B is a composite state of dark matter, which in the simplest case is made of two χ particles. It dissociates after scattering with an energetic neutrino. Because neutrino carries spin, in the final state χ and η must be different particles. Hereafter we assume χ is a fermion and η is a scalar. It is straightforward to work out the kinematics in this case. Assuming m η m χ and m B 2m χ , the final state dark matter could speed up to
Because E ν m χ , the first term dominates and has no θ dependence. This velocity is parametrically larger than that in Eq. (2). In the kinematic region where binding energy E b is non-negligible, the above formula is modi-
The corresponding recoil energy in the event of dark-matter-nucleus scattering is
It is also parametrically larger than Eq. (3). The key reason behind is that the whole solar neutrino energy gets absorbed in this dissociation process. Through this exercise, we discover a novel way of speeding up sub-GeV dark matter with solar neutrinos which could lead to new prospects for dark matter direct detection experiments. The dark matter particle originally residing in a cosmologically stable bound state gets liberated by a solar neutrino, inheriting an order one fraction of its energy. Next, we show that these ingredients can be accommodated in a simple dark sector model.
A Viable Model.
We consider a dark sector with fermionic dark matter χ and a light scalar dark force φ, with the following Yukawa interaction L dark-Yukawa = y Dχ χφ .
Within this simple dark sector, it has been shown [22, 23] possible of accommodating a wide variety of dark matter bound states and offering rich physics cosmologically and experimentally. In particular, it was observed that the exchange φ among dark matter particles leads to an attractive force regardless of χχ or χχ system. Bound states occur when the mass of φ is smaller than the Bohr radius, ∼ α D m χ where α D = y 2 D /(4π). In the case where χ is an asymmetric dark matter [24, 25] where its stability is due to an approximated U (1) D global symmetry, the χχ and even nχ (n > 2) bound states are cosmologically stable. These states could be produced in the early universe and comprise part of the dark matter relic density [22, [26] [27] [28] . Alternatively, even without an asymmetry, the χχ bound states could also be stable due to a conserved C-parity, as pointed out in [29] .
In this work, we will focus on the two-body χχ bound state, assuming it comprises an order one fraction of today's dark matter abundance. We restrict our study to the ground state with zero orbital angular momentum. Fermion spin statistics then implies that the total spin of the ground state much be zero, i.e., χχ must form a pseudoscalar bound state. We call such a composite state B hereafter, which can be constructed from elementary χ states,
where | k, s and | − k, s are two plane-wave χ particle states, and Ψ( k) is the bound state wavefunction in the momentum space. 1/2 is a symmetry factor accounting for identical particles.
On top of the above dark sector setup, we introduce a neutrino portal interaction for χ, of the form
where η is a complex scalar and heavier partner of χ.
The conservation of global U (1) D symmetry (for χ to be asymmetric dark matter) naturally introduces the η field which carries opposite charge to χ. Such a neutrino portal interaction was also considered in the context of several interacting dark sector models [30] [31] [32] [33] [34] .
The key process we consider is depicted in Fig. 1 , where a solar neutrino ν strikes on a B bound state, gets absorbed and dissociate it into two unbounded χ and η particles. The corresponding scattering amplitude takes the form
where Ψ(0) is the wavefunction at space origin, the relevant momenta in lab frame are
In the limit where the neutrino energy E ν is much higher than the binding energy ≈
will be much larger than the Bohr momentum k. The above amplitude can be further simplified by imposing momentum conservation p 2 = p 1 /2 + k + q. Keeping only the leading terms, the cross section is
where it is assumed m η m χ for simplicity. In Coulomb limit (m 2 φ m χ E ν ), it further simplifies to
ν(k 1 ) In this derivation we have assumed the momentum transfer q to be much larger than the bound state Bohr momentum k. For small enough E ν , the denominator will be regulated by the non-zero Bohr momentum in the dominator. The phase space shuts off when the neutrino is no longer energetic enough to dissociate the bound state. The purpose of this calculation is to show that the process of dark matter bound state dissociation with solar neutrinos could have a sizable cross section. Indeed, for a set of sample parameters α D = 0.05, v/Λ = 1, m χ = 0.1 GeV and E ν = 1 MeV, we find σ ν+B→χ+η 1.2 × 10 −28 cm 2 .
Accelerated Dark Matter Flux. So far we have derived the kinematics and dynamics of a new process for solar neutrinos to speed up dark matter by dissociating bound states. The next step is to calculate the resulting flux of dark matter χ. To begin with, we need a distribution of dark matter bound states in the vicinity of the Sun. In this work, we assume that the bound state B comprises an order one fraction of the total dark matter relic abundance, which is shown to be a feasible scenario [22] , and in turn an order one fraction of the local density of dark matter in the solar system. We do not consider the capture of B's by the Sun because for sub-GeV masses the evaporation effect is strong [35, 36] . The velocity gain of dark matter via evaporation is much smaller than what we consider, Eq. (5).
The flux of solar neutrinos depends on the distance from the Sun. It could be calculated based on the measured solar neutrino flux by terrestrial experiments on Earth. In the reaction ν + B → χ + η we consider, the angular distribution of the final state dark matter particle is isotropic. Therefore, we integrate over all the space around the Sun for this reaction to occur, and the resulting flux of final state dark matter at Earth is
speed up by solar neutrinos standard halo where d( r) = r 2 + d 2 ⊕ − 2rd ⊕ cos θ is the distance from r to the Earth's position. In this coordinate basis, the Sun is located at the origin, the Earth is on theẑ axis at d ⊕ = 1 AU. σ(E ν ) is the cross section calculated from Eq. (11) and dΦ ⊕ ν (E ν )/dE ν is the differential solar neutrino flux (see e.g., [21] . We omit the lines).
The angular part of the above integral can be done analytically. The remaining r integral is dominated by the region r d ⊕ . Therefore, we can simply set ρ χ ( r) ρ ⊕ = 0.3 GeV/cm 3 . Under this approximation, the r integral can also be done analytically, yielding
In the dissociation process we consider, the incoming solar neutrino energy is related to the final dark matter velocity v χ via Eq. (5), E ν m χ v 2 χ + E b . We derive a differential dark matter flux with respect to its velocity,
which serves as new component of dark matter velocity distribution on top of the halo one. In Fig. 2 , we plot this differential flux (red curve) for a set of model parameters, α D = 0.05 and m χ = 0.1 GeV, and compare it with the dark matter velocity in the standard halo model (black curve). Clearly, this new component of dark matter particles is characterized by much higher velocities than the halo counterpart. In spite of their overall lower flux, these particles could leave a detectable signal above the threshold of many traditional dark matter detectors as will be shown below. Moreover, the differential flux with respect to dark matter velocity, shown in Fig. 2 , looks very similar in shape to its source, the solar neutrino energy spectrum. Once a positive signal is triggered in direct detection experiments, such a distinct feature may allow us to verify the existence of the above dark matter acceleration mechanism.
Reinterpreting Recent PICO Result. As an application of the accelerated dark matter flux derived above, in this section we explore its implication for dark matter direct detection. Here we assume that the dark matter particle χ has a spin-dependent scattering cross section with the proton (but not with neutron). We take a phenomenological approach and simply parametrize the cross section as σ SD χp . Following the standard formalism [37, 38] , the corresponding detection rate differentiated with respect to the nuclear recoil energy is
where m A is the mass of the target nucleus, µ χA = m χ m A /(m χ + m A ), and N T is the total number of the nucleus A in the detector. σ SD χA is the nucleus level cross section, which in the proton-coupling-only case, is equal to (µ 2 χA /µ 2 χp )σ SD χp . The nuclear form factor is taken from [39] . In the standard case, the differential flux is
is the standard Maxwellian halo velocity distribution [37] . In contrast, when considering the detection of dark matter speeded up by solar neutrinos, the differential flux is given by Eq. (13), with v min = √ m A E r /(2µ 2 χA ). We consider a recent result from the PICO-60 experiment [40] at SNOLAB, which is based on a 1167 kg-day exposure using C 3 F 8 and reinterpret the result for the speeding-up scenario. The result is presented in the σ SD χp versus m χ plane in Fig. 3 . The red and blue shaded regions are the new exclusion limits that the PICO-60 experiment could set for if dark matter particles are accelerated by solar neutrinos as considered in this work, for the dark fine-structure constant α D = 0.05 and 0.02, respectively. To set this limit, the dark matter particles need to successfully travel to the underground detector, instead of shielded by the earth above (mainly due to 27 Al in the Earth's crust for spin-dependent scattering), thus the range of σ SD χp is shown up to 10 −26 cm 2 . For comparison, we also include results from PICO60 [40] , PICASSO [41] , CDMSlite [42] and PandaX [43] , assuming standard halo model.
The shape of the new exclusion region derived in this work can be understood through the following considerations. Two conditions must be satisfied for the scenario we consider to occur. First, the solar neutrino must be energetic enough to dissociate the dark matter bound state, which requires
in the assumed Coulomb limit. Second, the recoil energy search results for sub-GeV dark matter, assuming the latter is accelerated by solar neutrinos via the mechanism presented here. We fix v/Λ = 1 and show results with two benchmark values of αD = 0.02 (blue) and 0.05 (red), respectively. from the resulting dark matter scattering must exceed the experimental threshold,
For PICO-60, E th = 3.3 keV. For a particular solar neutrino component (e.g. pp neutrinos with energies E ν 0.4 MeV) and the value of α D , there is a window of m χ (corresponding to the bumps in the exclusion region in Fig. 3 ) to satisfy both conditions, 2m A E th /E ν < m χ < 4E ν /α 2 D . Therefore, if the dark matter mass is too large or too small, the limit weakens quickly. Moreover, the condition for the above window to exist is α D < 2E 2 ν /(m A E th ). As α D grows, such a window narrows and finally disappears. In turn, one has to resort to higher energy solar neutrino components at the price of lower fluxes. In Fig. 3 , the dashed curves show the potential future reach of PICO experiment assuming a 10 5 kg-day exposure [44] and the same energy threshold. The reaches can be further improved with a lower detector threshold [45] .
Conclusion. In this work, we explore the possible role of solar neutrinos on the dark matter velocity distribution and direct detection experiments. In a simple neutrino portal dark sector model, we show it is possible to speed up dark matter well above 10 −3 c. A crucial ingredient for this mechanism to work is the existence of stable bound states of dark matter. The accelerated dark matter particles feature characteristic velocity distribution which could make this mechanism testable. When such a particle strikes on the nucleus target in a dark matter detector, the recoil energy is large enough to render useful limits on sub-GeV dark matter interaction, by reinterpreting the existing direct detection results. Although we only did so based on a spin-dependent search result from PICO-60, it is straightforward to generalize this idea to other dark matter direct detection results.
